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For a successful website, cross browser compatibility is a very important aspect that facilitates a
website to run across all major browsers. And, PSD to WordPress conversion makes fully functional
website that is compatible with almost all browsers like Internet Explorer, Firefox, Mozilla, Chrome,
Opera, Safari, etc. This is very important for the growth and success of a business website because
if it is not compatible with many browsers, then it cannot be rendered by those people who are not
using the same browser the website is compatible with. If your website cannot be viewed by
everyone, it would be a huge loss for your business. PSD to WordPress conversion offers lots of
benefits to the people who opt for it. Many visitors who visit to a business website usually have the
purpose to buy something or carry out business with the website, thus the website will get more
business opportunities. More business opportunities indicate more sales, and more sales is nothing
but more profit which is the dream of any business owner.

PSD to WordPress is one of the most appreciated features of WordPress Development as it
provides a chance to the user to make a unique and extraordinary website. This conversion not only
helps us to beautifying a website but also allows us to stand separate from the crowd. PSD to
WordPress theme conversion is not a kidâ€™s game. To convert PSD to HTML/WordPress, one should
have advanced programming skills and all the essential information in advance so that nothing will
go wrong. However, PSD to WordPress conversion is quite difficult but below mentioned simple
steps will provide ease to your task.

Analyze your PSD files: In this conversion process, your first step is to investigate the PSD files.
This step will help you to know whether PSD files are simple or complicated to convert into
WordPress files.

Break PSD files into HTML: After examine the PSD files, you need to split the entire PSD files into
HTML. After breaking make header div and footer div. You need to break almost everything on the
file like logo, body, image, websiteâ€™s name, add navigation, etc into relevant divisions.

PSD file slicing: Once you split the PSD files into HTML, slicing of the PSD files should be
performed.  Open the PSD file and slices it by using an image editing software such as Photoshop.
After slicing, you need to add buttons, links and text boxes, according to your design requirement
and then, save the sliced PSD files in any compatible format like GIF, JPEG, bitmap etc.

Create separate files: After PSD file slicing, you should create separate files for each code file like
Index.html for HTML code files, Index.php for PHP code files and Style.css for CSS code files.

PSD to HTML then CSS: It is not an easy task to upload PSD files in web browsers and thus, first
convert PSD files into HTML and then CSS for better results. This step is also known as PSD to
CSS conversion.

Integrate in WordPress: Once you convert PSD to HTML and CSS, next step is to integrate these
file into WordPress format.

Testing: This is the last but very important step. During this step all the integrated files are tested in
all major browsers like Google chrome, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox etc.
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Adam Parker is working as a content writer at HTMLFIRM. HTMLFirm is a professional a PSD to
HTML Conversion Company which converts your photoshop designs to high quality cross browser
compatible, W3C valided and SEO semantic HTML/CSS markup. Get high quality PSD to CSS, a
PSD to Wordpress and PSD to Magento Conversion services at HTMLFirm.
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